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The objective of Document Analysis and Recognition (DAR) is to recognize the text and graphical components of a document and to extract information. With first papers dating back to the 1960’s, DAR is a mature but still growing research field with consolidated and known techniques. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) engines are some of the most widely recognized products of the research in this field, while broader DAR techniques are nowadays studied and applied to other industrial and office automation systems.

In the machine learning community, one of the most widely known research problems addressed in DAR is recognition of unconstrained handwritten characters which has been frequently used in the past as a benchmark for evaluating machine learning algorithms, especially supervised classifiers.

However, developing a DAR system is a complex engineering task that involves the integration of multiple techniques into an organic framework. A reader may feel that the use of machine learning algorithms is not appropriate for other DAR tasks than character recognition. On the contrary, such algorithms have been massively used for nearly all the tasks in DAR. With large emphasis being devoted to character recognition and word recognition, other tasks such as pre-processing, layout analysis, character segmentation, and signature verification have also benefited much from machine learning algorithms.

This book is a collection of research papers and state-of-the-art reviews by leading researchers all over the world including pointers to challenges and opportunities for future research directions. The main goals of the book are identification of good practices for the use of learning strategies in DAR, identification of DAR tasks more appropriate for these techniques, and highlighting new learning algorithms that may be successfully applied to DAR.
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MacBook Pro Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Update to the quintessential hip, helpful guide to the MacBook Pro


	Just like your MacBook Pro, MacBook Pro Portable Genius, Second Edition is easy to carry, power-packed, and helps keep your Apple digital lifestyle on track. The second edition of this fluff-free but fun book helps you get quickly up to speed—and...
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Advances in Biomedical EngineeringElsevier Limited, 2008
The aim of this essential reference is to bring together the interdisciplinary areas of biomedical engineering education. Contributors review the latest advances in biomedical engineering research through an educational perspective, making the book useful for students and professionals alike. Topics range from biosignal analysis and nanotechnology...
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Computer Aided Design and Design Automation (The Circuits and Filters Handbook)CRC Press, 2009
> Volume 5 of the Handbook of Circuits and Filters, Third Edition focuses on computer-aided design and design automation. In the first part of the book, international contributors address topics such as modeling of circuit performances, symbolic analysis methods, numerical analysis methods, design by optimization,...
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Thin Film Solar Cells From Earth Abundant MaterialsElsevier Limited, 2013

	The fundamental concept of the book is to explain how to make thin film solar cells from the abundant solar energy materials by low cost. The proper and optimized growth conditions are very essential while sandwiching thin films to make solar cell otherwise secondary phases play a role to undermine the working function of solar cells. The...
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Project Management JumpStartSybex, 2011

	The much-anticipated new edition of the popular project management introductory book


	The role of the project manager continues to become more diverse and demanding, placing strong project management skills in high demand. This in-depth introductory guide offers aspiring project managers the essential fundamentals of project...
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Activity Recognition in Pervasive Intelligent Environments (Atlantis Ambient and Pervasive Intelligence)Atlantis Press, 2011

	This book consists of a number of chapters addressing different aspects of activity recognition, roughly in three main categories of topics. The first topic will be focused on activity modeling, representation and reasoning using mathematical models, knowledge representation formalisms and AI techniques. The second topic will concentrate on...
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